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PREVIEW:

A LOOK AT THE
FORTHCOMING REMAKE
OF POINT BREAK

This week, DIY were among the very
first people in the world to see
footage from the upcoming Point
Break.

By Christa Ktorides on 27th October 2015

This week, DIY were among the very first people

in the world to see footage from the upcoming

Point Break, the highly anticipated remake of the
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1991 action classic courtesy of Warner Bros.

Pictures.

Screening in the rather luxurious new

Picturehouse Central in London, we’re treated to

some extended scenes of the unfinished film in

the company of director Ericson Core, star Édgar

Ramírez and renowned extreme athletes Xavier

De Le Rue and Chris Sharma.

So why re-make the cult film now? Core explains:

“Pretty much every one of our extreme athletes

who participated in the film came to it because

they were highly influenced by the original film

and pursued their various sports partially charged

with that sort of spirit of that original film.

Ramírez for his part reveals a long-standing

relationship with the original Keanu

Reeves/Patrick Swayze starrer: “I belong to the

generation of the first one, I was 13 years old

when that came out. I was very attracted to the

movie, very inspired by it. Little did I know that

eventually, a few years later I would be playing

Bodhi which was definitely the character I was

impressed by.”

First up we’re shown the opening sequence of the

film where YouTube superstar and extreme

motorcross rider, Johnny Utah (Luke Bracey) is

performing a seemingly impossible stunt for the

cameras with his friend Jeff (Max Thieriot). It’s

an exercise in expert driving, and features an

insane, nail-biting jump that has to be seen to

believed. Setting up Utah’s character nicely we
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then segue to a scene set 7 years later with the

former daredevil training as an FBI agent. Now

going by his real name of John Brigham, his

instructor (Delroy Lindo) wants him to embrace

his former identity and infiltrate a team of elite,

extreme athletes led by the enigmatic Bodhi

(Ramírez), who are suspected of carrying out a

number of crimes.

We’re shown a couple of these crimes, all

involving spectacular stunts and there’s a fan-

pleasing nod to the Ex-Presidents masks from the

original film. Utah hits on the group’s motivation

for their criminal activities behind some flim-flam

about achieving nirvana or something but the

spiritual enlightenment angle comes second to

the stunning visuals on display. The pure

exhilaration that the clips provide are due in no

small part to the fact that the stunts are real,

performed by the world’s greatest extreme

athletes and are filmed in some of the most

remote locations around the globe.

You can’t have Point Break without having some

surfing scenes and we’re shown one such scene

that involves a monster wave - not to mention a

cameo by surf legend Laird Hamilton - and sees

Utah meeting Bodhi for the first time. It’s also our

first glimpse of Ray Winstone as Utah’s partner,

Pappas.

The logistics of trying to capture a huge wave

naturally is as complicated as you would imagine:

“The crazy thing is trying to schedule a wave. We
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always had to chase the waves based on weather

and swell charts,” explains Core. “We were

extraordinarily lucky the waves in Hawaii were

the largest in a decade, most of our professional

surfers that were on it had never been on a wave

that size in their life. Waves are not repeatable,

you get your one big wave of the day and the

others around it so we had an extraordinary

balance of incredibly adept cameramen, both in

the water and on boats and on land and

helicopters to capture it.”

“If I had done it I wouldn’t be alive!” laughs

Ramírez when quizzed on whether he himself had

surfed the monstrous wave. He continues: “But

we did toe surfing and that was for real in the

next break over to the big wave so we were right

there. It was fantastic to have Laird Hamilton

being your toe surfing teacher, to have Xavier De

La Rue teaching you big mountain snowboarding

and Chris Sharma being your rock climbing

mentor, it was a huge privilege.”

Shooting in some remote locations the

filmmakers were often left with no internet or

phones. Rock climber Chris Sharma was thrilled

with getting the opportunity to visit one

particular place: “To film at Angel Falls in

Venezuela was a dream location.”

A breath-taking sequence of the gang hurling

themselves off of a phenomenally high cliff

wearing nothing but a roomy-looking cloth suit

(Wingsuit) involved zero CGI and was something
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of a first: “Every day was a bit of a miracle making

sure we were safe. It is by far the most dangerous

sport on earth, those guys are travelling upwards

of 165mph in a cloth suit,” Core begins. “They’re

jumping off a cliff and descending down and

actually go below the earth’s surface and into a

crack and they’re flying in formation which has

never been done before, it’s only been flown

singular.”

Ramírez is quick to confirm that CGI was only

used when there was absolutely no alternative:

“The only CGI conversation I heard for this

movie was for the rock avalanche because it

would’ve been too much to blow up a mountain,”

he laughs, “but for the rest of the action

sequences in the movie it was never discussed.”

Snowboarder Xavier De Le Rue - whose footage

we sadly weren’t treated to - clearly loved the

experience of working on Point Break: “The

moment that is dear to me is the final scene of the

movie. Ericson sent everyone away and he’s in the

helicopter on his own managing everything

directly in relation with me. It was maybe 6 or 7

o’clock in the morning on top of this really steep

line and maybe no one has done it and it was

really special because it was a one on one thing

that happened so quickly, so intense.”

Displaying some really jaw dropping stunts and

cinematography, it’s hard not to get caught up in

the excitement of the forthcoming release

regardless of any nostalgic ties to the original, this
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new Point Break looks to be a very promising

adrenaline ride.

Point Break is released in UK cinemas on Friday 12th

February. 
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